
Step On Up! Toddler Changing Table

Toddlers will enjoy the newfound sense of control and
independence that the changing table affords them.
Plus, you’ll enjoy reduced back pain and will never
have to bend down again!

The changing table comes partially assembled—there
are only a couple of things you need to do to prepare
your table. Remove the corrugated board that protects
the sliding doors during shipping. Use a Phillips
screwdriver and the 3⁄4" screws to attach the handles
to all three doors. (The handles and screws can be
found in a polybag taped to the changing mat on top
of the unit.)

Attach the stairway door to the door hinges using 
the 3⁄4" bolts and lock nuts. 

Next, insert the back sliding door by fitting the door
into the top groove and then pushing it into place.
Do the same with the other sliding door. (Be sure the
handles are on opposite ends.) 

Finally, remove the changing mat from the plastic bag
and place it on the table. Now you’re all set!

Using the Pull-Out Stairs
It’s simple to pull out the stairs—just use your hand or foot. The
stairs slide out easily on metal runners. 

The stairs feature a locking mechanism for safety. Pull them out
gently until the glides bump into the stops. Lift the front edge of 
the stairs a little so that the glides roll up and over the stops and
then drop down securely into place. Give the stairs a little push to
make sure they are locked.

Once the toddler has climbed the stairs, use the straps to securely
buckle the child in while you change her diaper.

When you’re done using the changing table, lift the stairs up over
the locking mechanism and push them into the unit. Now, close the
door so curious toddlers can’t climb or play on the stairs!

Adult supervision is essential when using the Step On Up! Toddler Changing Table. 
Never allow toddlers to climb the stairs unsupervised or use the unit as a toy.
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